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Affirmed

Rationale
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services assigned its 'AA' long-term rating to Lakeland, Fla.'s series 2016 energy system
bonds (Department of Electric Utilities or Lakeland Electric). At the same time, Standard & Poor's affirmed its 'AA'
rating on the utility's existing debt. The outlook is stable.
Proceeds from the series 2016 bonds will refund the majority of the utility's outstanding series 2006 bonds, as well as
$75 million of the utility's variable rate series 2014 bonds outstanding. Swap termination payments associated with the
refunding will amount to about $13 million. The swap termination fee will be paid out of the system's cash reserves.
However, including $25 million in electric system improvements to be funded with the remaining proceeds of the 2016
issuance, we expect the new sale to be cash neutral for the utility. Including the series 2016 issuance, Lakeland Electric
has approximately $440 million of debt outstanding.
The rating reflects our view of the following credit strengths:
• Competitive rates--Lakeland Electric's base rate is among the lowest in Florida, and management's financial forecast
shows continuing strong financial metrics without the benefit of base-rate increases through 2018;
• A stable and diverse service area, with residential customers providing the majority of system revenues and
moderate customer growth adding roughly 1,400 customers in each of the past three years;
• Debt service coverage that reflects the utility's ability to meet its fixed obligations, with fixed charge coverage
ranging from 1.5x to 1.7x from fiscal years 2012-2014; and
• A dependable low-cost power supply, provided by the city's owned gas- and coal-fired base load units, in addition to
its membership in the Florida Municipal Power Pool.
The rating also constrains the service area's weak demographics, with income levels in the city of Lakeland and Polk
County both at more than 20% below the U.S. average, and unemployment that trends above the U.S. average. In our
view, this could constrain revenue raising flexibility; however we also note that the utility's rates have consistently
been below the state average, which offsets this credit weakness, in our view.
Lakeland is on U.S. Route 4, between Tampa and Orlando. The city-owned electric utility has approximately 125,000
customers, and has experienced approximately 1% annual customer growth during the past several years. The utility
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serves a large service area, with about 60% of customers residing outside of the city limits. The electric system's
customer base is roughly 60% residential by revenues, which we view as a credit positive that enhances revenue
stream stability for the utility. The local economy largely comprises trade, warehousing, and distribution facilities and
operations-–reflective of the city's location in central Florida and along a major Interstate highway. The utility's
customer base, however, is not concentrated by revenues with any large customer. Customer base diversity is a credit
positive, and is reflected by the current rating.
Lakeland's base load energy is generated primarily by its McIntosh Plant, units 3 and 5. Each of those units
experienced significant extended or unplanned outages in 2014, yet have generally been reliable with capacity factors
ranging from 45%-60% for unit 3 and from 60%-75% in fiscal years 2010 through 2013. The city's generating plants
have burned mostly natural gas each year since and including 2010, with natural gas comprising approximately 80% of
fuel in fiscal 2014.
While low coal prices are expected to increase the city's use of coal in the near-term, we view its predominantly
natural gas-fire as a factor that mitigates, but not eliminates, its risk of significant cost increases due to environmental
regulatory requirements in the coming years. The city also obtains power through its membership in the Florida
Municipal Power Pool (FMPP). FMPP membership affords the city relatively low-cost peaking and emergency power,
which the city made significant use of in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 due to the extended outages at its McIntosh
facilities. Despite its higher purchases in those years from the power pool, the utility's financial metrics were not overly
strained, which we view as reflective of the FMPP arrangement's favorable nature for the city.
In September 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released its final version of the Clean Power Plan
(CPP). The final CPP calls for a 32% cut, below 2005 levels, in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from existing power
plants by 2030, with interim reductions covering 2022-2029. Florida is expected to cut its CO2 emissions by 26.3% by
2030. Final state plans are due in September 2016. However, we believe this final regulation is also almost certain to
face litigation. In addition, state implementation plans need to be developed, the details of which will be key in framing
the challenges that utilities will face. Moreover, utilities will have an opportunity to formulate response strategies. As
these issues come into focus, Standard & Poor's will evaluate the challenges and assess the extent to which the
response affects credit quality.
Lakeland Electric's financial metrics are moderately strong and, in our view, adequate for the current rating level. Debt
service coverage of 2.0x in fiscal 2012 improved to 2.2x in fiscal 2014. Management projects stable revenues and
expenses, which along with no additional debt plans and minimal total debt added by the series 2016 bonds, indicate
strengthening coverage in the coming years. While the utility makes annual transfers to the city's transfer fund,
transfers are governed by a formula and thus are stable from year to year. After deducting transfers from net available
revenues, and including capacity payments for power purchased from the FMPP, fixed charge coverage has been
strong at 1.5x to 1.6x during the past three years--levels adequate for the 'AA' rating category.
We view Lakeland Electric's liquidity policies as supporting the 'AA' rating. Although unrestricted cash levels reflect
declining liquidity equal to just under two months' operating expenses in fiscal 2014, management has about $65
million of designated cash that it could use to cover operating costs or pay debt service. These funds increase cash to
about 290 days' of operating expense, which we view as very strong. In addition, the utility shares the liquidity pool
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available to other city government funds. While only one-third of the pool's funds are reflected in the utility's balance
sheet and thus included in our liquidity calculation, we view the utility's access to the fund as further evidence of a
strong liquidity position that justifies, in part, the current rating level.
Lakeland Electric's variable-rate debt outstanding is swapped to fixed rate and is being reduced to about 30% of total
debt outstanding from roughly 50%, with the refunding associated with the series 2016 bonds. The trigger for potential
terminations on the utility's basis swaps is a downgrade of either counterparty to speculative grade, a failure to post
collateral when required to do so, or a default on debt service payments. The counterparties are Citibank N.A.
(A/Positive/A-1) and the Goldman Sachs Mitsui Marine Derivative Products L.P. (AA+/Stable). We consider the
possibility of any counterparty's rating falling below investment-grade as very remote, and do not consider
counterparty risk to be a credit factor at this time. The utility currently has approximately $5 million in collateral
posted, and the mark-to-market on the existing swaps was negative $46 million at Nov. 30, 2015.
Bond provisions are stronger than in the past, due to a change to the utility's bond ordinance in 2010. A rate covenant
requires coverage levels equal to at least 1.25x of debt service requirements, which we view as standard for the
industry. The requirement for the issuance of additional debt requires 1.25x coverage of existing and additional debt
service, while the utility is not required to maintain a debt service reserve fund unless debt service coverage falls below
1.5x for a given fiscal year.

Outlook
The stable outlook indicates that we do not expect to change the rating during the two-year outlook period.

Upside scenario
Since the utility's strong financial performance and other positive credit factors are already incorporated into the
current rating, we do not anticipate that the rating would improve, at least during the two-year outlook period.

Downside scenario:
We expect the utility to maintain strong financial metrics, based on financial projections that indicate financial stability
in the coming years. We could lower the rating if the utility is unable to maintain its current and projected strong
coverage metrics, while relying on system revenues to fund its capital plan.

Related Criteria And Research
Related Criteria
• USPF Criteria: Electric And Gas Utility Ratings, Dec. 16, 2014
• USPF Criteria: Methodology: Definitions And Related Analytic Practices For Covenant And Payment Provisions In
U.S. Public Finance Revenue Obligations, Nov. 29, 2011
• USPF Criteria: Assigning Issue Credit Ratings Of Operating Entities, May 20, 2015
• Criteria: Use of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009
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Ratings Detail (As Of January 8, 2016) (cont.)
Lakeland energy sys
Long Term Rating

AA/Stable

Affirmed

AA(SPUR)/Stable

Affirmed

AA(SPUR)/Stable

Affirmed

Lakeland energy sys (AGM)
Unenhanced Rating
Lakeland energy sys
Unenhanced Rating
Many issues are enhanced by bond insurance.

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.globalcreditportal.com. All ratings
affected by this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at www.standardandpoors.com. Use
the Ratings search box located in the left column.
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